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1.0 Introduction 

The outbreak of the corona ir  disease (COVID-19) has been declared a Public Health 

Emergency of International Concern and the virus has now spread to many countries and 

territories. While a lot is still unknown about the virus that causes COVID-19, we do know that it is 

transmitted through direct contact with the respiratory droplets of an infected person, 

generated through coughing and sneezing. Individuals can also be infected from touching 

surfaces contaminated with the virus and then touching their mouth , nose  or eyes.  While 

COVID-19 continues to spread, it is important that communities take action to prevent further 

transmission, reduce the impact of the outbreak, and support control measures. 

The world of work has been e erel  affected by the  pandemic. To minimise the 

social and economic consequences, enterprises must respond quickly with innovative solutions to 

support the continuation of their business activities, protect their employees, and prepare for the 

recovery. 

o the CEB, protecting the health and safety of employees during the COVID-19 pandemic 

outbreak has been o  paramount i portance and all pre enti e measures have been taken to 

top the potential spread of the virus in the work en iron ent.  While the authorities have been 

successful so far in controlling the disease, we should always be on the alert.  A single 

employee who becomes infected and reports to work can easily spread the virus to ellow

workers. Infections may also be caused by visitors and customers; therefore, continued 

vigilance should be maintained as we resume normal operations and activities. 

1.1 Legal Obligations and Context

The present protocols and guidelines are intended to ensure that, in the context of the COVID-19 

pandemic, the working environment of all employees is, as far as is reasonably practicable, safe

and without risk to their health.

These protocols and guidelines will continue to apply for as long as risks relatin  to the COVID-19

pandemic are still pre alent in Mauritius and, by extension, in the work environment.

Where applicable, these procedures and guiding principles will become a permanent feature of 

the work context. 
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Employees are reminded of their duty under the Occupational Safety and Health Act 2005 to: (a) 

take reasonable care for their own safety and health and that of other persons who may be

affected by their acts or omissions at work; and (b) cooperate with their employer in the 

discharge of their duty to maintain a work environment that is safe and without risk to health.

They are also reminded that a breach of sanitary measures could have serious, or even deadly, 

consequences. 

1.2 Purpose 

The purpose of this consolidated document is to provide clear and practicable guidance for 

safe operations through the prevention, early detection and control of COVID-19 in the 

offices and worksites o  the  and on it  premises

t et  out the procedures, principles and behaviours that should be adopted when employees go 

back to work after the confinement period, which will take place in a phased manner. 

These instructions and guidelines have been communicated to employees through numerous 

General Staff Instruction / Information Circulars.  



Protocol on Post-Confinement
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2.0  Protocol on Post-Confinement  

 
The Corona Virus outbreak has suddenly and unexpectedly disrupted our way of life, and has changed 

the way we work and look at our administration. We now realise that our “new normality” will be a life 
with the Covid-19 virus until it is safely contained.  

 

In this new context and once the lockdown is lifted, the CEB will have to resume its normal activities in 

a phased manner in order to limit the spread of the virus, while ensuring the health and safety of its 

employees,  in line with the Utility’s statutory duty of care.  In the first instance, some employees will 

continue to work from home, whilst others will be required to be present at their work sites, according 

to a staffing plan that will be communicated in due course. 

 

The Protocol on Post-Confinement serves as a guide to dealing with certain key issues that both 

Management and employees should collectively address in order to carry out our operations safely in 

this unprecedented situation. 

 
Note: The preventive measures set out in this Protocol are not exhaustive; they complement the 

measures advocated by the authorities. 

 

2.1  General Health and Safety Arrangements at All Sites of Work 
These arrangements, to be strictly adhered to by all employees, will be implemented in all offices and 

sites of work of the CEB.  

 
2.1.1 Temperature Checks and Personal Protective Equipment 

x While entering the workplace, every employee will have to undergo a temperature check 

by means of touchless infra-red thermometers. 

x Only employees with temperatures lower than the threshold of 37.5 degrees Celsius will be 

allowed to enter the workplace. In the event of an employee showing sign of fever as per 

the temperature check, his/her Head of Section shall be informed promptly and the latter 

must advise the employee to consult a Medical Practitioner. 

x Every employee will be provided with a face mask, which must be worn at all times. 

x Disposable gloves will be provided to certain employees depending upon the nature of their 

activities and duties. 
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2.1.2   Clean, Well-Ventilated Workplace  

x All CEB premises, including office areas, power stations, T&D areas, depots, stores and 

workshops, have already been totally disinfected/fumigated.  This exercise will be carried 

out on a regular basis. 

x Frequently-touched areas and surfaces (such as elevator buttons, handrails, tables, counter 

tops, door knobs, sinks, telephones, printers, photocopiers and keyboards) should be 

cleaned several times a day. 

x The use of air-conditioning units should be kept to a minimum. 

x Windows and doors should be left wide open to allow for more ventilation. 

x Magazines, newspapers, brochures etc. should be removed from reception areas and lunch-

rooms.  

x Dedicated boxes should be available for dropping despatch and other documents. 

x Each set of workstations should be provided with disinfectant spraying bottles for 

disinfecting work tables and desks. 

 
 
2.1.3   Handwashing and Personal Hygiene 

x Sanitiser stations will be made available at entry and exit points and around the workplace. 

x Pocket-size hand sanitisers will be made available to field employees, where applicable. 

x Employees should avoid touching their eyes, noses or mouths without washing their hands 

first. 

x Employees should cover coughs and sneezes with an elbow sleeve made of clothing or with 

tissues.  

x Frequent hand-washing practice should be adopted. 

x Physical greetings such as shaking hands, hugs and kisses should be strictly avoided. 

x Employees should sanitise their hands before and after using their face masks. 

x Employees should refrain from using other workers’ phones, desks, offices, or other work 

tools and equipment, as far as possible. 

x Hand sanitisers should be used before and after use of common office facilities. 
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x Touching and handling documents from external sources should be minimised. 

x All disposable gloves, masks, and tissues should be disposed of in dedicated bins, which 

should be covered after use. 

x Posters displaying good hand-washing practices will be affixed in toilets and wash- rooms. 

 
2.1.4   Social Distancing 

x Social distancing markers will be provided on the floor in areas where employees queue up 

to record their daily attendance. 

x Workstations, desks and tables in offices will be moved further apart to comply with social 

distancing. 

x Flexible work arrangements will be implemented, wherever possible, so that less staff are 

at the workplace or in a particular office at any given time. 

x Employees who can work from home (e.g. office staff) will be required to work from 

home. 

x Employees’ meetings should be held by phone or online instead of by attendance in person. 
If this is not possible, employees should meet in a large space and keep meetings short. 

x Visitors should be limited as far as possible; such meetings should be conducted by video 

conferencing where required. 

x Movement of staff within offices should be restricted. 

x Employees should be encouraged to take lunch at their desks or outside rather than in the 

mess-room. 

x Signage on physical distancing will be placed around the workplace. 

x Responsible persons should be nominated to make sure that employees are following the 

rules for physical distancing. 

x Employees who use public transport should respect all the recommendations of the 

authorities, including social distancing measures. 

x Employees and visitors should use the stairs as far as possible, instead of lifts / elevators. 
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2.1.5   Use of Board’s Vehicles 

 

x Every morning, all vehicles must be cleaned and disinfected, especially highly touchable 

parts such as the dashboard, steering wheel, handles and locks, switches, windows etc. 

 

x Hand sanitisers should be used before and after the use of vehicles. 

 

x Drivers and passengers should wear masks if social distancing of 1 metre cannot be 

respected. 

 
 
2.1.6   Communication and Monitoring of Health and Safety Arrangements 
 

x Heads of Sections or Immediate Supervisors should communicate all health and safety 

arrangements / instructions in place to employees.  Printed copies of health and safety 

instructions should be affixed on notice boards. 

 

x The Health and Safety Section will monitor the effectiveness of the afore-mentioned 

arrangements at all work sites. 

 

 
2.1.7   Access to Buildings for Customers and Visitors  

x Prior to being granted access to CEB’s premises, every customer / visitor will have to 
undergo a temperature check by means of touchless infra-red thermometers. 

x Thermal cameras will be installed in locations where we have visits from a large number of 

customers and visitors (e.g. in our main Customer Service Centres). 

x Every person who shows a temperature exceeding 37.5°C will be denied access and will be 

requested to leave the premises forthwith. 

x The wearing of masks is compulsory.  No customer / visitor will be granted access to CEB’s 
premises unless he/she is wearing a mask. The mask should be kept on at all times. 
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2.2  Dealing with Suspected / Infected Cases at the Workplace 

x An employee with suspected Covid-19 infection (sometimes runny nose, fatigue, 

dry/productive cough, fever with temperature >37.5 °C ) should be told to do the following:   
 

¾ Ideally not go to the hospital directly but rather encouraged to contact a health professional 

immediately.   

¾ Encourage him/her to also contact the Hotline 8924 for further instructions. 

¾ Encourage him/her to isolate himself/herself immediately so as not to infect others around 

him/her while waiting to see his/her health professional. 

 

x Identify those people who have been in contact with that person (in your office and outside in 

the course of his/her duties if possible), inform the former about the suspected infection, and 

ask them to go home immediately and stay home until advised otherwise.  

x Thoroughly clean and disinfect the person’s work area, and also the work areas of those who 
have been in close contact with him/her. 

x If employee has been tested positive, HR to inform all people with whom the employee has 

been in contact with and alert the health authorities immediately. 

 
x If the Employee is already at home :- 
 

¾ Employee should inform the HR Department about his or her health condition at once. 

¾ Employee should be encouraged to contact a health specialist for a consultation preferably 

by phone.  

¾ If a risk is identified, public authorities should be alerted.  

¾ Employee should stay at home until suspicions are cleared or tests results received (if 

applicable). 

¾ HR to monitor the situation of the risky employee.  

¾ HR to identify type of assistance that can be provided to the family of the employee. 

 
Note: 

Employees should inform their respective Head of Section if any member of their family has 
contracted Covid-19 disease or has been in close contact with someone diagnosed with Covid-19 
disease. 
 

COVID-19 Health Information Hotline 

8924 
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2.3 Detailed Preventive Measures for Specific Activities  
Special preventive measures, that are applicable to certain specific groups of employees, will be 
implemented where required.  The details of these preventive measures, in the form of checklists, 
will be communicated to the employees concerned by their respective Heads of Department or 
General Managers (for subsidiary companies), and should be strictly adhered to. 
 

CHECKLISTS 
 

 

1. PRODUCTION  DEPARTMENT 
The Checklist for the Production Department covers the preventive measures which are applicable to 

employees attached to Thermal Power Stations, Hydro Power Stations, CMG Section, and C& I Section.  

 
2. TRANSMISSION  &  DISTRIBUTION  DEPARTMENT 

The Checklist for the Transmission and Distribution Department covers the preventive measures which 

are applicable to employees attached to the following sections:- System Control, Transmission, Areas 

/ Districts, General Planning, Major Projects, Materials, Construction and Maintenance, and Meter 

Laboratory.   

 

3. CUSTOMER  SERVICES  DEPARTMENT 
The Checklist for the Customer Services Department covers the preventive measures which are 

applicable to employees attached to the Customer Services & Interactions Section, the Revenue 

Management Section, and the Revenue Protection Section.  Important activities include reading of 

meters, payment of electricity bills, and attending to customers’ requests. The bulk of CEB’s customer-

facing interactions takes place throughout these activities. 

 

4.   SUPPLY CHAIN DEPARTMENT 
The Checklist for the Supply Chain Department covers the preventive measures which are applicable 

to the following sections: - Supplier Management, Procurement, Contract Management, and Transport 

and Warehousing.   

 
5.    CEB (FACILITIES) CO. LTD 
The Checklist for CEB (Facilities) Co. Ltd covers the preventive measures which are applicable to 

employees attached to three main units, namely, the Utility Call Centre (UCC), Tree Lopping Services, 

and Cleaning Services. 

 

6.    CEB (GREEN ENERGY) CO. LTD 
The Checklist for CEB (Green Energy) Co. Ltd covers the preventive measures which are applicable to 

employees deployed to the 2 MW Henrietta Solar Farm and to the Home Solar installations island-wide. 
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2.4 New Working Arrangements  
With strict guidelines being imposed by the authorities, in terms of physical or social distancing to 

prevent the outbreak of COVID-19 at the workplace, a phased-approach will be adopted regarding the 

deployment of personnel at work after the lifting of the lock-down. In this respect, several working 

arrangements will be adopted, namely Working-from-Home, Working-from-Office, Flexi-time and 

Standby-at-Home. These working patterns, wherever applicable, will be incorporated in the post-

lockdown staffing plans of all departments and subsidiary companies. 

 

It must be noted that the above working arrangements will be implemented in accordance with the 

applicable laws and regulations. In this regard, the Working-from-Home arrangements will comply with 

the provisions of the Employment Rights (Working from Home) Regulations 2019 and the working 

conditions laid down in the Workers’ Rights Act 2019.  It will also abide by the stipulated conditions of 
our internal Collective Agreements.  

 

Except for the prevalent Working-from-Office system, which is the permanent work pattern recognised 

by the CEB, the other work arrangements are meant to be applied only on a temporary basis. These 

may be discontinued at any time by Management in the light of future new developments. 

 

 

Details of the working arrangements that will form part of the post-lockdown staffing plans are as 
follows:- 
 
2.4.1   Working-from-Home  

Working-from-Home is an arrangement whereby the employee will have to perform his/her work from 

home. It will be a temporary measure in response to the current context of the COVID-19 pandemic. 

The Employment Rights (Working from Home) Regulations 2019 allow the CEB and its Subsidiary 

Companies to arrange for an employee to work from home, subject to the latter’s concurrence.  A 

Work-from-Home Framework, covering all important aspects of working from home, will be circulated 

shortly. 

 

2.4.2   Flexi-time 

Management will also consider the possibility of part of the personnel working on a flexi-time basis, as 

per the following provisions stipulated in the prevailing Collective Agreements: 

 

“The CEB may, in the interest of its business, operate a flexi-time system if the need arises. 
Notwithstanding the above, the General Manager may in exceptional circumstances decide on the time 
of arrival and departure of employees for the smooth dispatch of business”. 
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“In case of insufficient office space to house all the personnel of a section during normal working hours, 
the concerned HOS may devise, subject to the approval of the General Manger, a daily work set-up 
based on a flexi-time arrangement”. 
 

 

2.4.3   Working-from-Office (or from the usual sites of work) 

The working arrangements for employees who will be required to go to their offices or attend their 

usual sites of work will, as far as practicable, be in line with the prescribed social distancing norms.  The 

employees will be provided with face masks, hand sanitising facilities and other personal protective 

equipment if required.  They will have to wear their masks at all times, when working on site and whilst 

moving to other offices for work-related activities.  To ensure social distancing and to mitigate the risk 

of contracting the virus on buses and other public transport, employees will be encouraged to attend 

work by using their own means of transport, as far as possible. 

 

 

2.4.4   Standby-at-Home 

During the COVID-19 Confinement Period, a number of technical employees of the Transmission and 

Distribution Department have remained on standby at home, being called out to attend to faults on 

the network, as and when required.  Such specific working arrangement has contributed to preventing 

a large number of technicians being present at one time at their usual work-sites.  The Standby-at-

Home working arrangement will be maintained after the lifting of the lockdown, as far as practicable. 

 

 

2.4.5   Multiple Reporting Sites 

Wherever possible, Management will allow for multiple reporting sites or reporting offices, in particular 

for technical personnel working in teams, in order to prevent the usual morning crowd, when 

organising the distribution of works.   

 
 
The detailed staffing plans, incorporating the afore-mentioned working arrangements, will be 
communicated to the employees concerned by their respective Heads of Department or General 
Managers (for subsidiary companies). 
  



Post-Confinement –
Resumption of Work
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3.0  Post-Confinement – 
 Resumption of Work 

 

Following the decision of the Government to extend the Curfew Order up to 01 June 2020, there will 

still be restrictions in the movement of people until that date. To avoid the risk of a second wave of 

COVID-19 infections, the re-opening of economic and other activities will take place in phases. 

 

According to the directives of the Ministry of Public Service, Administrative and Institutional Reforms, 

the resumption of work in the Public Sector will begin on 11 May 2020 with the presence of the 

Administrative Cadre and certain categories of employees in order to plan and implement the     

opening-up of services. Thereafter, the number of employees in attendance at work will increase 

progressively, starting from the normal resumption date of 15 May 2020 up to 02 June 2020, when all 

employees will have to be present at work. 

 

In keeping with these directives, the CEB will adopt a phased approach regarding the deployment of 

personnel at work, whilst taking all precautionary measures to ensure the health and safety of 

employees, which is our first and foremost concern. 

 
 

3.1 Phases of Back to Work 

Phase Employees Required at the Workplace Other Working 
Arrangements 

 
Preparatory  

Phase 
 

(from 11 to   
14 May 2020) 

 

All Heads of Departments, General Managers (for 

subsidiary companies), Middle Management, and 

Heads of Sections will have to resume duty to plan 

and implement the resumption of operations/services 

in their respective departments, units and sections. 

 

All Telephone Operators / Reception Agents will have to 

resume duty to direct and streamline employees / 

visitors. 

 

All Office Attendants and Handy-workers will have to 

resume duty to allow for thorough cleaning and sanitizing 

of office premises.  

 

All Drivers will have to resume duty to ensure conveyance, 

where required. 

 

The presence of other employees may be requisitioned for 

the preparatory phase, if required. 

 

 

Working-from-Home 

and other prevailing 

working arrangements 

will be maintained, 

where applicable. 
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Phase Employees Required at the Workplace Other Working 
Arrangements 

Phase 1 
 

(from 15 to   21 
May 2020) 

30% of employees, being a mix of administration and 

operational services. 

 

Note: Employees deployed in the Preparatory Phase are 

not included in the 30%; they should continue to be in 

attendance at work. 

Working-from-Home 

and other prevailing 

working arrangements 

will be maintained, 

where applicable. 

 

Rosters and other forms 

of flexible working 

arrangements will be 

used. 

 

Phase 2 
 

(from 22 May 
to 01 June 

2020) 

60% of employees (including those already working in 

Phase 1) being a mix of administration and operational 

services. 

 

Note: Employees deployed in the Preparatory Phase are 

not included in the 60%; they should continue to be in 

attendance at work.  

Working-from-Home 

and other prevailing 

working arrangements 

will be maintained, 

where applicable. 

 

Rosters and other forms 

of flexible working 

arrangements will be 

used. 

 

Phase 3 
 

(as from  02 
June 2020) 

“Back to normal”,   with all employees back to the 
workplace (office or site of work). 

Management will 

consider maintaining 

Working-from-Home 

arrangements for certain 

employee categories. 

 

 

3.2 Detailed Staffing Plans 
Detailed staffing plans, incorporating the afore-mentioned manpower requirements and working 

arrangements, will be communicated to the personnel by their respective Heads of Departments or 

General Managers (for subsidiary companies). 

 

 

3.3 Employees Attending Office or Site of Work 
Employees, who will be required to attend their office or site of work, will be issued with the necessary 

Work Access Permits.  The working procedures and arrangements applicable for the post-confinement 

resumption will be as follows:  

 

x The existing touchless attendance system (Face Recognition / Card Reader) will be used for 

registering the attendance of employees;   
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x Flexi-time will be introduced to mitigate the pressure on public transport and to allow 

employees to adopt social distancing norms.  In this regard, Heads of Departments / Heads of 

Sections need to stagger the arrival and departure times of their employees in such a manner 

that there is no disruption in the provision of services. 

x The office hours may be extended to operate on a six-days-a week basis instead of a five-days- 

a week basis where such arrangements are deemed necessary. For instance, all Customer 

Service Centres will be open to customers from Monday to Saturday, with the application of an 

alphabetical order formula similar to the one used for access to supermarkets which is also 

spread over six days. 

 

 

3.4 Employees Working-from-Home 
Employees, who will be required to work from home, will be informed accordingly and necessary work 

assignments / targets / reviews will be defined. An officer should be appointed at the level of each 

section/unit to monitor the attendance of these employees. The latter should be readily available to 

their supervising officers at all times during their normal working hours. 

 

3.5 Compliance to Health and Safety Provisions 
All personnel should comply strictly with the provisions relating to health and safety at the workplace, 

as set out in the Protocol on Post-Confinement.  In this regard, the preventive measures dealing with 

personal protective equipment, personal hygiene, cleanliness, natural ventilation, social distancing, 

safe use of Board’s vehicles, among others, must be rigorously observed.  As far as possible, phone 
conversations and virtual meetings should be favoured rather than face-to-face interactions, be it with 

co-workers or third parties. 

 

3.6  COVID-19 Bill 
The attention of employees is also drawn to the fact that legal instruments, by way of the Covid-19 Bill, 

will be enacted shortly to regulate Covid-19 related matters likely to impact on businesses and the 

world of work.  Once these regulations come into force, the above-mentioned arrangements may 

require some necessary adjustments. 

 
  



Confidentiality whilst 
Working-from-Home
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4.0 Confidentiality 
whilst Working-from-Home 

All employees are hereby informed that, whilst working from home, whether on a full-time or a part-

time basis, and even after normal office hours, their contractual obligations, as well as the CEB’s 
internal policies concerning security, confidentiality and data protection, shall continue to apply. 

In this respect, the relevant provisions of the Employment Rights (Working from Home) Regulations 
2019 are reproduced hereunder: 

Second Schedule - Confidentiality, Data Protection and Intellectual Property 

1. The homeworker shall not divulge, or use for any other purpose, any confidential information

obtained in the course of his work, except with the consent of his employer.

2. The homeworker shall abide to his employer’s policy and the Data Protection Act 2017 in
respect of security of confidential information including, but not limited to, technical data, trade

data, trade secrets, know-how and confidential information relating to the businesses, finances,

accounts, dealings, transactions, methods of operation, assets or affairs of the employer,

obtained during the course of his employment.

The attention of employees is, in addition, drawn to our Internal Regulation No.3 which, inter alia, 

stipulates that:  

"No employee shall impart any information acquired in the course of his employment or connected 
with his employment to the press or any unauthorised person, or give any statement or interview to 
the press in connection with his employment or in connection with the work of the Board or on any 
subject matter, connected with the Board, without the written permission of the General Manager.” 

In the light of the above, employees shall be responsible for ensuring the security of all information 

which they obtain in the course of their work or take away with them outside the employer’s premises. 
The disclosure of such information in any form, including hardcopy documents, electronic documents, 

and audio-visual material, to any third party or the Media/Press shall be strictly prohibited.  Any request 

for information by the Media/Press or any third party should be immediately channelled to the Office 

of the General Manager. 
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Moreover, the right and proper use of company-owned or self-owned IT equipment, the internet, and 

secure virtual private networks to perform work duties at home shall be binding on all employees.  In 

this respect, the following policies have been developed, to which all employees must strictly adhere: 

 

1. Home Usage of Company-Owned Equipment Policy (Annex 1) 

This policy provides guidelines for the use of company-owned equipment in employees’ homes. 
It lists the responsibilities of both the IT/MIS Department and the employees concerned. 

 

2. Guidelines for the use of Internet and Internet-powered Communication Services (Annex 2) 
 

This policy provides guidelines for the use of Internet, as well as Internet-powered 

communication services, including email, proprietary group messaging services and social 

networking services in business contexts. It also covers bring-your-own-device (BYOD) 

practices. 

 

3. Virtual Private Networks (VPN) Usage Policy (Annex 3) 

This policy outlines the responsibilities of the employer in deploying and securing virtual private 

networks. It defines acceptable use guidelines for end-users regarding corporate-issued and 

personal devices. 

 

Employees are hereby informed that failure to adhere to the terms of the afore-mentioned policies 

and any leakage of information or any act constituting an unauthorised use of the Organisation's 

information may entail disciplinary action.  

 

  



Use of Masks at the Workplace 
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5.0 Use of Masks at the Workplace 
 in the Context of COVID-19 

 

The interim guidance of the World Health Organization (WHO) dated 6th April 2020 states that the 

two main routes of transmission of the COVID-19 virus are respiratory droplets and contact. 

Respiratory droplets are generated when an infected person coughs or sneezes. 

 

Any person who is in close contact (within 1 m) with someone who has respiratory symptoms 

(coughing, sneezing) is at risk of being exposed to potentially infective respiratory droplets. Droplets 

may also land on surfaces where the virus could remain viable; thus, the immediate environment of 

an infected individual can serve as a source of transmission (contact transmission). 

 

Wearing a medical mask (KN95) is one of the prevention measures that can limit the spread of certain 

respiratory viral diseases, including COVID-19. However, the use of a mask alone is insufficient to 

provide an adequate level of protection, and other measures should also be adopted. Whether or not 

masks are used, maximum compliance with hand hygiene and other Infection Prevention and Control 

(IPC) measures is critical to prevent human-to-human transmission of COVID-19. 

 

To this effect, employees of the CEB will be provided with protective masks, as a means to prevent 

anyone who is infected to infect someone else at work. As mentioned, the mere wearing of mask at 

the workplace is not a sufficient barrier to prevent transmission of the virus. It will be complemented 

by various other measures such as social distancing, use of sanitizers, among others, to prevent the 

outbreak of the COVID -19 at the workplace, as depicted in the following diagram: 

 

 

The CEB will provide masks to all employees who are required, as per the Post- Confinement Work 

Plan, to resume duty at their habitual worksite. The wearing of masks at the place of work will be 

mandatory until further notice in order to mitigate the risk of proliferation of the disease. 
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5.1 How to fit a Protective Mask Correctly 
a) Remove glasses and hats. Tie back long hair so it does not become tangled in the straps of 

the mask and wash your hands well. 

b) Put the mask on your face, ensuring the nose piece is at the top of the mask. 

c) Place the top strap or tie high on the back of your head. 

d) Move the bottom strap over your head and position it below your ears. 

e) Compress the mask against the face to ensure a seal across the bridge of the nose. 

f) Compress the mask to ensure a seal across the cheeks and the face. 

g) Gently exhale and check air does not escape around the seal. Adjust if necessary. 

h) Gently inhale and check the mask is drawn in towards the face and there are no air leaks 

around the face seal. Adjust as necessary. 

i) If there are air leaks that cannot be rectified by adjusting the mask, check the mask for 

defects or try another style of P2/ N95mask. 

Diagrammatical Illustration on Wearing of Mask 
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5.2 Usage Time of KN95 Type Mask 
One of the salient characteristic of the KN95 Type Mask, apart from having a bacterial filtration level 

of 95%, is a usage time of 72 hours. In this context, given that a normal working day amounts to around 

8 hours, the maximum usage time of the KN95 mask shall be at most 9 days’ work. To this effect, 
employees are hereby advised to handle the mask with care and to ensure that it lasts for the 

prescribed number of days. 

 

 

5.3 Wearing of Mask at Work 
Despite the protective function, the effects of mask wearing on respiratory microclimate, respiratory 

functions, and individual sensations are important as well. It has been reported that the wearing of 

facemask may cause discomfort feeling, lower perception of humidity, heat, and breathe resistance. 

Wearing masks can also affect the wearer’s whole body thermal sensation. Long duration wearing of 
facemask may, as well, induce physiological stress on the wearer, making regular tasks more 

challenging, and cause headaches. This is due to the material properties of the masks, such as lower 

air permeability and water vapour permeability in KN95 masks. 

 

To this effect, employees who work in a personal office, shall refrain from wearing the facemask when 

they are alone in their office. They shall only wear their facemask when they walk along the corridors, 

visiting another office for working purpose, or when there is someone else visiting their office. 

 

As regards employees who are required to work with other colleagues in the same office, though the 

distance between their work stations is in line with the social distancing norms, they shall, at all times, 

be wearing their facemask. In this case, the Head of Section shall allow for a Fresh Air Break of at 
most 10 minutes every two consecutive hours. This arrangement shall also be extended to Cashiers 

and Customer Service Agents. However, in their case, in order to avoid any disruption of the service 

by the Fresh Air Breaks, the Customer Service Department shall make provision to have standby 

officers to act as replacement during these breaks. 

 

As a final note regarding the wearing of facemask, we are hereby making an appeal to all employees 

to make judicious use thereof as there is a scarcity of such equipment worldwide. 

 

  



Work- -from Home Framework
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6.0 Work-From-Home Framework  
 

The COVID-19 pandemic has given us an opportunity to test our capacity to adapt to the new working-

from-home pattern and the results so far have been very encouraging. Once the lockdown is lifted, the 

CEB plans to adopt a phased approach regarding the resumption of work. To this end, working-from-

home will form an integral part of our staffing plans for the immediate post-confinement period.  It 

may, as well, become a permanent feature of our staffing strategy in future. 

 

To this end, the CEB will come forward with a Work-From-Home Framework that provides the 

guidelines to be followed in order to ensure that working from home is carried out in an effective and 

productive manner, whilst giving due consideration to confidentiality, data protection, and IT security.  

 

The legal dimensions, communication matters, and health and safety concerns will also be addressed. 

In addition, HR issues such as the personal attributes of employees, suitability factors, conditions of 

employment, hours of work, remuneration policies, verifiable performance indicators, and work-

related expenses will be covered.  Finally, the framework will set out the various requirements in terms 

of logistics, technology, home environment and support that are required for this new working pattern 

at the CEB.   

 

The overall aim of the Work-From-Home Framework is to ensure fair treatment for homeworkers and 

a consistent approach to working and supervision, which is understood by all managers and personnel. 

The Work-From-Home Framework will take into account the current employment legislation, the 

prevailing terms and conditions of service at the CEB, and the Equal Opportunities Policy. It will also 

draw extensively from the Work-from-Home Scheme presented by the Ministry of Public Service, 

Administrative and Institutional Reforms. 
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Annex 1 
 
Home Usage of Company-Owned Equipment Policy 
 

Introduction 

The bring-your-own-device (BYOD) movement has become a fixture in many organizations for years, 

providing better flexibility for users and lower costs for businesses by permitting employees to use 

their own devices for work.  

 

However, many organizations still provide equipment to employees via traditional means, and this 

includes equipment to be used at home. Remote workers are becoming much more common, and 

there are organizations today that exist without physical walls – meaning their workers operate 

exclusively from home.  

 

In these instances, companies may provide systems and devices for their workers to ensure that they 

can rely on consistent, state-of-the-art technology to perform the duties of their job. 

 
Purpose  
This policy provides guidelines for the use of company-owned equipment in employee homes. It lists 

responsibilities for both the IT/MIS Department and the employees involved. 

 
Scope  
All full-time and part-time employees, contract workers, consultants, interns, and temporary workers 

are covered by this policy. It also applies to all company-owned equipment or material related thereto. 

 
Exceptions  
There are no exceptions to this policy unless permitted in writing by IT/MIS Department. 

 

Home Usage of Company-Owned Equipment Policy Details 

In order to properly implement this policy, it is important to separate and document IT/MIS 

Department responsibilities and individual employee responsibilities.  
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IT/MIS Department Responsibilities  
 

The IT/MIS Department should: 

• Arrange to obtain standard equipment for employee home usage to ensure consistent costs 

and ease of support.  

• Utilize asset tags and track equipment via electronic documentation. 

• Utilize mobile device management if applicable to be able to reset passwords, block 

unnecessary applications, and locate/wipe lost or stolen devices.  

• Ensure the patching of remote computer systems/mobile devices.  

• Ensure the use of anti-malware on remote computer systems/mobile devices and be able to 

confirm that they receive frequent signature updates.  

• In the case of desktops/laptops, ensure the use of a standard administrator password – not to 

be shared with the user, who should have their own dedicated account.  

• Ensure compliance with the company’s information security policy (such as this one), mandate 
complex passwords, utilize encryption for confidential data, and maintain software license 

records for remote systems.  

• Have a plan for supporting user home equipment, including troubleshooting, problem 

resolution, repair, and replacement. 

x Repair/replace equipment as needed and keep spares on hand for easy swaps.  

• Collect equipment when employees are terminated.  

• Own the responsibility of maintaining this policy or appoint specific individuals to do so. 

 
 
Employee Responsibilities  
 

Employees provided with company-owned equipment must:  

x Take care of equipment and keep it in good working order.  

x Be responsible for loss/replacement of equipment depending on circumstances (careless use, 

neglect, etc.).  

x Adhere to any existing corporate policies, such as those governing email usage, internet access, 

and other requirements/restrictions when using this equipment.  

x Secure equipment (e.g., laptops or mobile devices) when not in use.  

x Utilize this equipment primarily for business purposes – limited personal/ recreational use is 

permitted where reasonable and when it does not infringe upon work duties.  

x Report any issues or problems with equipment to the IT/MIS Department.  

x Return faulty equipment or replace it as needed (upon direction from the IT/MIS Department).  

x Return equipment upon termination.  

x Understand that the IT/MIS Department has the right to remotely monitor/access equipment 

as needed, without employee knowledge or consent.  
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Employees provided with company-owned equipment must not:  

• Tamper with asset tags or security controls placed upon equipment.  

• Permit non-employees to use company-owned equipment.  

• Install personal software on any provided devices or systems. 

• Engage in criminal, offensive, or harassing behaviour while using company equipment.  

• Engage in copyright violations or share confidential data with unauthorized individuals while 

using company-owned equipment.  

 
 
Monitoring 

The IT/MIS Department and employee supervisors/managers will monitor for adherence to this policy. 

Any change to the policy must be approved by IT/MIS Department or other groups designated as being 

responsible for revisions or updates.  

 
 
Violations and Penalties  
Violations of this policy must be immediately reported to the employee’s Head of Section (HoS) and 
Head of Department (HoD) as well as to the IT/MIS Department, which will assess and work with 

involved parties to develop and apply remediation strategies, as applicable.  

 

Willful violation of this policy or its tenets may result in possible disciplinary action. 
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Annex 2 
 
Internet, Email & BYOD Usage Policy 
 
Introduction 

Internet use in the course of conducting business is a foregone conclusion. For most industries, lacking 

access is an encumbrance, at best, to getting things done.  

 

However, significant risk accompanies Internet access – viruses, ransomware, and data theft can result 

from unsafe practices, though infection can occur just from connecting an unsecured system to the 

network.  

 

Likewise, insider threats – such as the improper access or transfer of data – are important 

considerations when analysing the security strategy.  

 
Purpose  
This policy sets forth guidelines for the use of the Internet, as well as Internet-powered communication 

services, including email, proprietary group messaging services (e.g. Slack), and social networking 

services (e.g., Facebook, Twitter) in business contexts. 

 

It also covers bring-your-own-device (BYOD) practices. This policy assumes that personal internet use 

of Internet by employees is permitted, within reason. 

 
Scope  
All full-time and part-time employees, contract workers, consultants, temporary workers, and 

volunteers are subject to this policy, as well as others using organization-owned devices (or authorized 

personal devices, as outlined). 

 

Exceptions  
Unless approved in writing by the IT/MIS Department (or other individuals/groups with sufficient 

authorization), there are no exceptions to this policy.  

 
Overview  
Internet use is provided by the organization to assist in the fulfillment of job duties. Occasional and 

reasonable personal use of the organization-provided Internet connection is permitted if it doesn’t 
interfere with work performance. Employees should not expect any particular degree of privacy when 

accessing the Internet via organization-owned systems. Internet use on organization-owned devices, 

personal devices permitted under BYOD policy, and/or organization-owned or subsidized Internet 

connections are subject to monitoring or review. 
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Employee internet usage should be consistent with the same standards of professional conduct 

expected offline. Under no circumstances should the organization’s resources be used for purposes 

that are in violation of applicable laws, or to access or transmit sexually explicit content or other 

material incorporating vulgar, sexist, racist, threatening, violent, or defamatory language, nor to 

retrieve or disseminate internal information without prior authorization.  

 
Use of organization-owned systems or subsidized internet connections for gambling, software or media 

piracy, as well as profit-making activities not related to the organization, including contract work, work 

for outside companies, and work for personal or secondary businesses (collectively, “moonlighting”) is 
prohibited. 

 
Information Handling and Digital Hygiene  

x Confidential information should be accessed or shared among authorized personnel, whether 

internal or external.  

x Do not attempt to circumvent access protections placed on information internal or external to 

the organization.  

x To the extent possible and practical, organization devices, and BYOD-approved devices 

accessing organization-owned information, shall have encryption enabled.  

x Do not download, install, or run pirated commercial software for which a license has not been 

purchased.  

x Do not use unsecured, public Wi-Fi networks on organization-owned systems.  

x Do not write or save passwords in areas accessible to onlookers. Written passwords should be 

stored in locked drawers, safes, or the like; passwords saved on computers should be in 

password managers that require the use of a master password to unlock. 

x Do not disable or inhibit from functioning security protections included with the device 

operating system or provided by the organization.  

x Report suspicious activity to the IT/MIS Department. 

 
Safe Browsing  

x Use a modern, supported, and up-to-date browser.  

x Browsers will proactively warn users before accessing websites with expired security 

certificates or that are known to host malware.  

x Do not bypass restrictions on websites known to host malware.  

x Do not install plug-ins or extensions without prior authorization from IT/MIS Department.  

 
Email  

x Use of the organization-managed mail address for personal activities (including, but not limited 

to personal accounts on social networking services, loyalty/point club registrations, and above-

listed prohibited activities) is prohibited.  

x Organization-managed mail is company property.  

x Employees separating from the company shall not be permitted to take stored mail, calendar 
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appointments, or contacts.  

 
x IT staff may review employee email in the event of concerns regarding data or privacy breaches. 

Forewarning in this event is not guaranteed.  

x Consider the content of email and intended recipient(s) when sending and forwarding.  

x Private information contained in email chains should not be forwarded to parties for which this 

information is out of scope for their role.  

x Mass forwarding of messages to parties outside the organization is prohibited.  

x Do not transmit account credentials via email.  

x Do not click on the links in suspicious email messages.  

x Do not respond to spam or unsolicited offers from strangers, alleged Nigerian princes, etc. 

 
Social Networking and Instant Messaging Services  
Access to social networking services (Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter, Instagram, Medium, company blogs, 

press releases, etc.) for organization purposes shall be provided only to authorized personnel.  

 

As with personal internet access, personal use of social media and instant messaging is acceptable as 

long as it involves professional conduct and appropriate content, and it doesn’t impede an employee’s 
ability to perform his/her work. 

 

Employees should never post, refer/allude to, tag, or disclose company activities on social media 

without prior authorization, as appropriate.  

 

Use of organization-owned systems or subsidized internet connections for instant messaging services 

(Slack, etc.) is permitted. Use is subject to the same rules as email, as outlined above.  

 
Media Streaming Services  
Use of organization-owned systems or subsidized internet connections for media streaming services 

(Netflix, YouTube, etc.) is limited to circumstances necessary for fulfilling job responsibilities.  

 

Video streaming can consume significant network bandwidth, particularly on metered cellular 

connections, causing delayed access to and/or preventing other employees from accessing legitimate 

business resources and completing business-critical tasks. 

 
BYOD Guidelines  
Conduct policies apply equally to BYOD equipment as they do to organization-owned equipment.  

 

Use of personal equipment is subject to the device lifecycle policy. Hardware or software unsupported 

by the manufacturer or vendor is considered insecure, and is forbidden for use. The organization may 

at any time disallow the use of personal equipment deemed incapable of connecting securely or that 

isn’t interoperable with software needed for the employee to fulfill their duties.  
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Use of personal equipment may require the installation of qualified security software, such as antivirus 

or anti-malware software. Licenses for this software will be provided by the organization, and 

definition/software updates must be performed on a regular and timely basis by the employee.  

 

Employees separating from the organization must confirm with the IT/MIS Department that BYOD 

equipment used to access data belonging to the organization has been cleared of all such data. 

 
Monitoring and Data Retention  
Regulations impose both requirements and limitations on what types of data can or must be preserved 

and the duration for which that preservation is required or allowed.  

 

Archived data, including your email or instant message logs, may be accessed for auditing purpose 

without warning or notice. 

 

Users should have no expectation of privacy when using organization-owned systems, subsidized 

internet connections, or organization-provided services.  

 
Violations and Penalties  
Violations of this policy must be immediately reported to the employee’s Head of Section (HoS) and 
Head of Department (HoD) as well as to the IT/MIS Department, which will assess and work with 

involved parties to develop and apply remediation strategies, as applicable.  

 

Willful violation of this policy or its tenets may result in revocation of access to web-based services as 

well as disciplinary action. 
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Annex 3 
 
VPN Usage Policy 
 

Introduction 

Many organizations rely on a virtual private network (VPN) to accommodate remote and mobile 

employees, providing secure access to internal networks, systems, and data. Deploying a VPN in an 

organization can simplify providing access to these resources. VPNs can also be used in conjunction 

with single sign-on services and outside applications (such as Slack or G Suite) to streamline business 

applications usage and identity management, making it easier for employees to work from anywhere. 

 

Purpose  
This policy outlines the responsibilities of IT/MIS Department to deploy and secure virtual private 

networks at the CEB, and it defines acceptable use policies for end users on corporate-issued and 

personal devices. 

 
Scope & Exceptions  
All full-time or part-time employees and contingent workers are covered by this policy. Depending on 

other policies regarding computer or information access, not all employees are necessarily eligible for 

VPN privileges. Employees given these privileges should be held subject to the full policy, as line-item 

exceptions are likely to trade security for convenience – creating an attack vector that could put the 

organization at risk. 

 

Using a VPN to access internal resources comes with responsibilities to uphold network security, as 

well as to safely and equitably use company resources. 

 
Acceptable Use Policy  
Hardware, software, network services, and support provided by the CEB for VPN or remote usage are 

for the exclusive purpose of performing or fulfilling job responsibilities. Use of these resources is 

contingent on your agreement to comply with this policy and directions for and/or restrictions of use 

of these resources as determined by the IT/MIS Department.  

 

x Use of resources provided by the CEB for personal activities, including social media and media 

streaming, is prohibited.  

x Use of resources for copyright infringement (file sharing, etc.), pornographic content, or illegal 

content is prohibited.  

x Users assume personal responsibility for the appropriate use of these resources, subject to 

applicable organizational conduct policies, as well as national laws and regulations.  
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Organization Equipment and Service Use  
The organization may provide equipment (computers, mobile devices, software, and modems) or 

services (wireline or cellular internet connectivity) to securely access the internal network from remote 

locations.  

 

Use of organization-provided equipment and services for accessing the internal network through a VPN 

is limited to authorized persons only, and for the purpose of performing or fulfilling job responsibilities.  

 

It is the user’s responsibility to ensure that security provisions on the client device (computer, tablet, 

smartphone, etc.) including antivirus or anti-malware software, content filtering, disk encryption 

services, and the operating system itself are kept up to date and functioning. In the event of 

malfunction, notify the IT/MIS Department immediately. 

 
Personal Equipment and Service Use  
You may be authorized to use personally purchased equipment to connect to the VPN. The IT/MIS 

Department shall provide a list of prequalified hardware, software, and configurations. Only approved 

systems on this list are supported by the IT/MIS Department. Troubleshooting or other support for 

unapproved systems will not be provided due to finite resources.  

 

Use of personal equipment is subject to the device lifecycle policy. Hardware or software unsupported 

by the manufacturer or vendor is considered unsecure and is forbidden for use. The employer may at 

any time disallow the use of personal equipment deemed incapable of connecting securely or that isn’t 
interoperable with software needed for the employee to fulfill their duties.  

 

The employer bears no responsibility if the installation of VPN software results in damage or data loss 

to an employee’s personal computer.  
 

Use of personal equipment may require the installation of qualified security software, such as antivirus 

or antimalware software. Licenses for this software will be provided by the organization, and 

definition/software updates must be performed on a regular and timely basis by the employee. 
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Subsidies for Internet Connectivity  
The organization may partially or fully subsidize the internet connectivity for employees working from 

home, with bills paid for by the employee. If authorized by the IT/MIS Department, these connections 

can be used outside of work contexts, while disconnected from the VPN.  

 

 

Some internet service providers (ISPs) may offer service tiers marketed as “unlimited,” which contain 
thresholds after which connection speeds are throttled. It is the responsibility of the employee to 

ensure that usage of these connections for non-work activities do not exceed these thresholds in a 

manner that the throttled speeds are inadequate for work use, particularly video or audio 

conferencing.  

 
 
Violations and Penalties  
Violations of this policy must be immediately reported to the employee’s Head of Section (HoS) and 
Head of Department (HoD) as well as to the IT/MIS Department, which will assess and work with 

involved parties to develop and apply remediation strategies, as applicable.  

 

Willful violation of this policy or its tenets may result in revocation of access to VPN services, loss of 

telecommuting privileges, and possible disciplinary action. 

 

 
  



Annex 4 

POSTERS ON 
COVID-19 
PREVENTION

CENTRAL ELECTRICITY BOARD

SYMPTOMS

CENTRAL ELECTRICITY BOARD
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Good Practice &amp; COVID-19 Symptoms  
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Before entering workplace  
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Social Distancing  
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Avoid Using Lift  
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IF Using Lift 
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